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Will they, won’t they? Will we, won’t we? As I was beginning to put this Newsletter together the possibility that
we might return to some normality was still in the air, while proposed meetings were still uncertain. Then the
powers that be extended it. In light of this, Richard Waller, NW area group leader has written the following:

Getting back together
I think we must be all wanting to get back together again! Nothing wrong with my Hawk Valley Railroad, but
18 months of looking at just that one lacks variety! I had hoped we could have organised a few garden visits
in the last few weeks, but Boris wasn't having any, so now we wait on the July date. So what's the prospect
for meeting up again? I wish I could accurately answer that question!
Summer meets in our gardens may soon be possible, although we will all have to bear in mind any on-going
Covid regulations and keep to the rules on track and trace, etc. especially if we want our meets covered by
the GSS insurance. Insurance people are particularly unbending on such issues and totally lacking in
humour, as anyone who has ever made a claim can testify!
Furthermore, since I am sure that like everyone else, we are divided on the merits of the pandemic
precautions, when we can finally meet, let's make sure we respect each other. If some want to wear masks,
keep to a distance or whatever, but you don't or vice versa, then don't comment or argue; NWAG is about
having fun running trains, not about medical views or politics.
As to the prospects for the indoor meets at St Albans Hall, Altrincham, neither I, John nor any other member
of the committee can answer that question! The Church authorities said they would not be discussing
reopening the hall until after the 21st June, but of course that all changed and although they have not
communicated with us despite repeated emails, we can only assume that it will now be after 19 th July. So
watch this space, we hope to be able to meet in September and will make an announcement as soon as we
possibly can.
Meanwhile, continue to enjoy running those trains!

A very "Good Friday" at Carleton Junction.... Andrew Jolley
With the outdoor "Rule of 6" back in action and the weather looking good, I made a few phone calls to some
of my local friends to say that if they should be passing or at a loose end on Friday 2nd April, they were most
welcome to pop round for a brew and have a chat while the trains enjoyed a run around my garden.
It was a lovely sunny day and both my trains and the two or three that visited thoroughly enjoyed themselves
as did the five ‘celebs’ who popped round.

Hopefully by the time this article goes out we may be nearer to having more than six at a time. Roll on
summer!

From Phil Vose: A power and control box van.
I have three track powered Bachman locos that I am converting to battery power with radio control. To keep
the cost down I am fitting out a box van with battery, receiver, sound card and speaker. This will run behind
the loco.
There is a control panel inside the side doors. I have a remote that sends a signal to the magic eye. This is
to alter the sound card volume, chuff sound and whistle and bell sound. The on/off switch turns on the
battery supply.
The charger socket is for connection to a smart charger. I have another switch to fit that will supply power to
the headlight and firebox glow.
The transmitter has forward and reverse control and commands the bell and whistle sounds.

Also from Phil: "Brodies Folly Railway."
My friend John Brodie is a NW member who has fitted a servo and receiver at the side of his track to operate
a set of points that is hard to access. The assembly is put in place for running sessions.
I realise most people use point motors but John had some radio gear in his shed and put it to good use. He
runs battery and steam locos as there is no track power.

There is also a signal which is radio controlled.

My Last Big Project(?) By Derek Chapman
About 4 or 5 years ago we decided that the garden railway had more or less reached its maturity and there
wouldn’t be any more major changes or additions to it. However, last summer we decided to get a new shed
and at the same time to relocate it from the far corner to behind the garage. One of my end to end shuttles
ran up to the side of the old shed, and moving this freed up some space to extend the shuttle. After
discussions with management it was decided that rather than just extending the length of one end of the
shuttle it would be changed to loop round on itself to return to the other end.
I use my Massoth 1210Z to control the automatic operation of the shuttle so some experimentation was
required to determine whether I could still operate it with the reverse loop. In simple terms the shuttle
operates by giving a command when the contact is tripped at one end to run forward after, say, 30 seconds
and at the other end to run backwards after 30 seconds. However, with the reverse loop, at the terminus end
the loco would be running alternately forward and reverse so a command to always run in one direction
would not work. A read of the manual showed that there is a command to “reverse direction” which should do
what I wanted in conjunction with turning the contact into a directional one. A bit of testing with existing
contacts in other parts of the railway showed that this would work nicely. The only other bit if kit that I would
need would be a reverse loop module, so one of these was ordered.

I generally use aerated breeze blocks for my track bases and these were laid and levelled last November
before the cold weather set in. Work resumed in the spring with the track being laid and the reverse loop
module and contacts wired in prior to some test running to ensure that it ran automatically the way I wanted.
Finally the track was fixed down and ballasted, a cement base was laid for a platform and plants were
planted. Overall we are both very pleased with the way it looks and it gives a variation on a standard end to
end shuttle.
Will this be my last big project? Who know what may happen in the years to come, hence the ? in the article
title.

Preparing the Ground

Blocks laid

The final layout

Trains at Storth Tony Waring
As a consequence of the delay in coming out of lockdown, the meeting at Storth on June 27th was not the
open one we planned. We did however manage to meet, with a maximum of six at any one time. After some
early hassles and a blown transformer it turned into an excellent day. It was great to be able to chat, watch
trains run by and relax as almost normal.
We had an agreeably wide range of stock running, from the small sugar plantation train to the ICE, with a few
bits of scenery deployed against which they could be posed.
Now we are promised it will all be lifted in July, Les and I are looking forward to doing it all again on October
24th. Hopefully then, more of you will be able to come and join us.

Meanwhile, some photos provided by Keith Tanner:

Times Past….. Tom and Joan Slade’s Garden. Another in our series
visiting past garden railways by Tony Waring & Andrew Jolley
As we mentioned last time, because there isn’t much happening by way of public meetings at the moment,
we thought we would do a few articles which look back at some of the wonderful garden railways that have
sadly disappeared from our ‘Open day’ events.
Andrew writes:
The first time I visited Tom & Joan's magnificent garden railway was back in Sept 2012 and I was totally
blown away by it. To say I was gobsmacked was an understatement and you could have knocked me over
with a feather as I stepped into the back garden and looked at what they had created. I think I only visited it
twice before it was decommissioned but was privileged to be able to run my White Pass & Yukon 0-4-0 Loco
and 4 coaches on the second visit.
Tony adds: I too was amazed, in particular by the range of superb buildings in wood. The woodyard itself was
a spectacle you could spend a lot of time studying and getting inspiration from. Especially with the smoke
pouring from the chimneys of a busy workshop. But there were so many other neat details throughout the
layout. Labouring their way through the long grass was a pioneer family and their wagon which I especially
admired and which when (sadly) it all got sold off I acquired from Tom at Altrincham.

Photos from our collections.

Tom himself was kind enough to provide some more.

FOR SALE –
LGB 20670 - Track Cleaning Loco.

Excellent condition. Analogue. All lights working and very recently replaced wheel cleaning discs.
£250 ovno. Delivery or collection to be arranged. Can be seen on a video if required.
Andrew Jolley - Tel; 01253 894992

Llangollen Garden Railway Festival Keith Potts sent this via Pip Warne:
As we’re sure you’re already aware, the coronavirus pandemic has meant that the organisers had to make
the difficult decision to postpone the Llangollen Garden Railway Festival due to take place on 15thMay 2021.
When looking at the event industry as a whole, most of the larger events have now postponed until 2022
because of the uncertainty and the increased costs of putting on a show with the associated Covid regulation
requirements. With this in mind, we have taken the decision to reschedule the event to Saturday 14th May
2022.
The event organisers are committed to putting on the best possible show next year, making it a must for all
large scale railway enthusiasts and a great day out for all the family. There will be lots of things to see and do
from looking at one of the big display layouts, or picking up a bargain at one of our many traders who would
be happy to help you, or just sitting down with friends and family having a cup of tea from the cafe or
something stronger from the bar. Don’t worry, we didn’t forget the kids. We hopefully will have a kids’ zone for
them to play in and a ride on railway outside for them.

And finally:

NWAG Diary
Storth Near Arnside 24th October 10.00 onwards. G Scale with the facility to run live steam. Contact Tony
Waring 01253-823035, or anthony.waring55@btinternet.com
Llangollen Garden Railway Festival Saturday 14th May 2022 Website www.lgrf.co.uk

Contributions
Once more, many thanks to those who have contributed to this edition. Keep it coming, all of you! But please,
in order to avoid duplication, can you send your article either to the Journal or to the Newsletter and not to
both? Please send items for the Newsletter to me via anthony.waring55@btinternet.com. It helps if
photographs are sent separately from the text as jpg files; and for text to be in Word or alternatively in the
body of the email.
Deadline for the next Newsletter is 28th September.
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